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U.S. Military Academy, Department of Military Instruction. *Irregular Warfare*. Web site includes a selected bibliography, IW Message of the Month, and links to other IW web sites. [http://www.usma.edu/dmi/irregular_warfare.htm](http://www.usma.edu/dmi/irregular_warfare.htm)
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  - v.3 *Lessons from the Fight against Terrorism.* [Praeger Security International](http://www.praeger.com)
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Ricks, Thomas E. "A Light in Ramadi." *Army* 59 (March 2009): 54-56, 58, 60, 62, 64, 66, 68. ProQuest


"Special Issue: Counterinsurgency/Irregular Warfare." *Marine Corps Gazette* 91 (October 2007): entire issue. ProQuest
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Ackerman, Robert K. "Naval Intelligence Ramps Up Activities." *Signal* 63 (February 2009): 25-28. [ProQuest](http://www.proquest.com)
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Clark, Todd. "Forging the Sword: Conventional U.S. Army Forces Advising Host Nation (HN) Forces." *Armor* 115 (September-October 2006): 40-44. ProQuest
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Periodical Articles

Irwin, Lewis G. "Irregular Warfare Lessons Learned: Reforming the Afghan National Police." *Joint Force Quarterly* 52 (1st Quarter 2009): 70-77. ProQuest


Lovelace, James J. "Building Strategic Depth for an Era of Persistent Conflict." *Army* 57 (October 2007): 199-200, 202, 204, 206. ProQuest


**JOURNALS WITH AN EMPHASIS ON IRREGULAR WARFARE**

*Dynamics of Asymmetric Conflict: Pathways toward Terrorism and Genocide*. Issued 3 times per year. Library holdings begin with March 2008. Also available in Informaworld

*Small Wars & Insurgencies*. Quarterly. Library holdings begin with April 1990. Also available in Informaworld

*Small Wars Journal*. [http://smallwarsjournal.com](http://smallwarsjournal.com)

*Special Warfare*. Bimonthly. Library holdings begin with April 1988. Also available in ProQuest

*Studies in Conflict and Terrorism*. Monthly. Library holdings begin with January 1992. Also available in Informaworld

*Terrorism and Political Violence*. Quarterly. Library holdings begin with January 1994. Also available in Informaworld
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